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ALDEN 'SEMINARS.
Sponsored by
Association of Independent Colleges
and. Universities of MasSachusetts
and
The University of Massachusetts-Boston.

Independent and public higher edUcation otanst.ttutes a° major

resource of the COMmonwealth of Magsachusetts and has a very,
significant total' economic impact on t_his state.' Industry is
itrengthened'by this resource andthe attributes of its higher
education system.help make Massachusetts an attractive place
to live'andwork. Higher education haS'ent.ered edangexcus
decade characterized by inflation and escalating cogts; declining
resources, a precipitous' decline in the traditional college age_
population, and the absence of rational planning in the public -.

sector. .

o

In r6coghiti. . these formidable problems,the Association
of Independent Cb11-, and Universities of Massachusetts mid the
Center for. Studies.' in cy and the Public Interest at the Univer-
sity of Masgachusetts'atpoSton.saw the need On-:going fortmt
in which influential leaders .frad business, induAry, and higher
education, both'private and public, might 'strive to create broad
.public and governmental awareness_ .of these matters.

To establish such a foram ap plication was made to the Gerge I.
Alden Trust for finandial support to organize a series of seminars
to beheld during 1981-82; in which a group of twenty educational,
business and industrial leaders would meet together to discuss gubstan-
tial position papers dealing with major issues in.hi'Ojer education and.
to identify possible solutions for prOblens and areas for action:
After each seminar the goal was, to publisheAlite paper".-which would
make a.contributiOn to a better informed p lic.;and'-whiCh could be
.useful to those entrusted with policy.formatiOn. The Alden Trust.'.
awarded the grant requested, and Alden Sethinarshel&,SCheduled,sessit-ns
in November, January, and April, and a special-session'ums:hela in
March' of. academic year 19812,82. Outreach from these sessions was'
= greatly strengthened by a Ford Foundation grant.a;Tarded the Center. for
Studies in Policy and the Public Interest whiOh permitted the publica-
tion and dissemination of the 198182 Alden SeMinargdte Papers.- Four

--,Serninar sessions are scheduled for 1982 -83. The first, which this-White
Paper represents, wasOleld.at the University of VssaOhusetts at Boston
on Ntvember. 18, 1982 .

.

,epresenting tfie Steering Committee Of the Alden Seminars,we would
like to take this opportunity,to express our. deep appreciation to the
George:I. Alden-TrOSt :far its'amtinued,qenerous support, the National

Coordinator Endowment for the Hurrehitiesfor awarding the Seminar a significant
.
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Commonwealth Professor Emeritus
Healey Library -
University of Massachusetts
Harbor Campus-'
Bosjon, MA. 02125



Direct6r'S Grant, and the Gillette Corporation forfa most helpful
ccgitribution toward making this prOgram possible. Recognition IS

due .Wilson Pile, Staff Associate,gt the Center for Studies.-an
.Policy and the Public st and Editor; of the Crlait.e Papers, -and..

the gcbd efforti of miS. Sylvia'Bengeri and Mrs. Patience &Al- in.
making the Seidnars work as smoothly-and,as exPeditiously as they.,
"do. 'Thus far the Alden Seminars reflect both ac cc arid-

-promise to "aLloinvolved, far too many to continue entare.rating,
weexpress our thanks. .
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Coordinator Alden
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executive Vice President
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,and. UniVersities of Massachusetts
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-OvervieW and -Outcomes

-
.

.

. ,

November'18',: 19'82, the member_Sof the Alden Seminar
met. for the.afterPoon at -the .University of Massachusetts at' Boston:
Their pUngoses in this firit of four scheduled sessions during this
academic year, was to examine current statewidelplagning for higher
eduCatioA; with particular reference to MaSsachusetts. Regular.

:,Alden Seminar'participants'include alef'executive of important
buSiness,and.indiistiii&LOncerns'in theCOmmonweaith as .well as
chief executives.-from a.:.number.of private and public and_

bniversities.

ti

-

At the beginning of theyafternoOn-Seminar MemberS-heard
uctory comments '-romLbr...Dorothy N. Marshall, Coo.rdinator-for the
Seminars; who theg proceeded to introduce the speCial guests for the

. session: DrY.JOhn:B. Duff, ChanCellOr of,the Massachusetts Board of -
Regentspf-Higher Education; Dr.. T. EdWard Hollander, Chancellor of
the NewJersey Department of Higher Education; and Massachusetts State .

Senator John W: Olver,_ Chairman of the Ta'Xtion Committee and Vice
'Chairman of theMayS and,Means Committee:

.

Dr. Stephen J. Trachtenberg, presidegt of the University of Hart-
ford, then briefly reviewed highlights ofithe position: paper he had
prepared for tiie5eminar, which is presented:as part of. this White
Paper addressing the proposed Long Range Plan of the Board of Regents.
F011owing,theie remarks, Chancellor. Hollander commented on the:
Trachtenberg position paper from the viewPointof his experience in
New-Jersey,' Melv York, and elsewhere. A-portion of Chancellor Hollander's
statement isjnauded in this White- Paper. Dr. Duff then.addrested the
position paper,' and his remarks are presented as.part,of this White Paper.
.The Trachtenberg position paper and the issues it addressed were then: .
discussed by the .Seminar for the balance Of the session.

. ,

. . -The Cooqinator noted that several representatives of-the media in
.== :;the Boston Area-bpd'expressed desire to attend Seminar.iessions,-T.

"Jiilt had been refused admission on thg-basiS'Ofpolicy set listyear.
She requested the sense of.the Semi gar for 1982-83.: Consensus-was im-
mediate and ;Unanimous that a'particular strength of the.Seminarswas
-its characteristic free and.open debate and that media preSence could
7dimiritsh,this-characteri'StiC and reSult in less substantial give...and-_
Oka. Itodas'determined to.keepthe Seminaes.limtted to the Membership'
and invited participalit gudSts'.

.

The.presence:of Sena/tbr-03ver was appreciated, as were his sub-
stahtlal contributtonS ta"tbe deliberations. The Seminar concluded
that the presence Qf legislative leadership had shown itself to be
very-beneficial to the dialogue and should be continued. The Steering.
Committee was directed to try tojniurelegiSlative leadership presence
at.* upcoming sesiOns.. f

-
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The Contributions of Dr. Hollander provided.a.usefUl set.of
interstate policy comparisons... Although higher education has less or'
a presence in.New'Jersey than in Massachusetts,' he said, statet,,govern-

. ment commitment to higher education,-both public and private, is- pror4,
portionately greater-in New Jersey. The state in which he is presentif.
Chancellor has developed. two noteworthy formulas:,NeW Jersey provides,
twenty-fivecents per state resident attending a private sector insi
titian for each dollar spent on public sector institutionst, and tuition
at the public-colleges and universities. is pegged at. thirty perCent.Of
cost. .ChancelAor Hollander noted=. that all institutions Are taXsUpported
one way or another -- at issue is degree and kind ,of support. :What each
stateneeds is a-strategic plan to determine who gets educated7etwhich'
Institution at what cost to the public and at what cost.to private
interests.

/ )
Chancellor Duff made a major contribution to the Semthar though

his detailed reaction to the Trachtenberg position paper He proOded,
-the members of the Seminar with a sense of the background and thought
'which resulted in the Regents' proposed long-range Through his

, comprehensive definition of the framework jn which-the andRegents an
their staff are operating, the Seminar was able to gain cleareTUfi-.
derstanding of the issues and obstacles confront* the Ifilanni\ng-process

.for higher education in the Commonwealth.

Dr. Trachtenberg's remarks were. brief and cogeni: He made notOof
the similarities between Massachusetts and other states, emphaSizing
that although the Regent's Master Plan is directed at the Commonwealth;
the issues addressed by the.Plan and by his paper'affect highertieducation_
across the nation. In addition he noted that since he wrote the-firsi,-".1_
draft of his paper he had received additional encouraging information,
but remained concerned over whether higher education was capable of
solving its own problems -- that the most ProblematiC element -- financl,
Was, in the. main, beyond its control.

Ensuing dipscussion centered around further exploration affd-definition
of the issues'involved. AcCountability and controT,..responsibilfty and
responsiveness, independence and dependence, the nuances inherent-in the
concept of quality... . ail combined to keepthe Seminar well engaged

: for the balance of the-afternoon.: At 4;300..M. the Alden Seminar adjourned
until its next sCheduled session. on-Thursday, January, 20, 1983; .at the.
Uhiversityof.MassachuSetts at Boston.. ,

a
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ONE.HALF REVOLUTION, ONE HALF STATUS QUO

Remarks on A Long Range Plan for Public Higher Education

in Massachusetts

(Phase 1)

-

Delivered to the Alden Seminars in Higher Education
on Thursday, November 18, 1982

by Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, President,
University of Hartford
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_INTRODUCTION :..

Having spent many years as a teacher aaadministratorat Boston
University, and having. kept in close touch with:my Massachusetts,.
friends and colleagues since the time that I'onigrated td-the.Univer-
sity of Artford in 1977, I am very pleased to have beeri:.asked.tOmake
some comments on an unusually ambitious and significantsIsqject:
long range-51ln -which' leeks-to.ratienalize and stabilize.nOthing less
than.all of'taxPayer-supported higher education in the'ComMonwealth of
MassaTESetts;

The ambifiousness of the plan is obvious, but its nation-wide
significance should not be underestimated. -One of the recurring
phrasesin the Plan is "scarce resources." This is another way,o-F
saying that the drive to rationalize and stabilize derives its urgency
from the times in which we live and from conditions that affect.tax-
payer-supported and independent colleges and universities in Bach of
the 50 states of the Union.

.Frct 1950 to 1970, American higher education enjoyed"what may .

seem to be, in retrospect, its halcyon years. -'From 070 to 1980, and
especially from the time of the "oil shock" of-197, the responses of
American educators to changing fiscal, circumstance -had a-definite short-
term flavor.

Reaction rather than action was the order 'of the day as we sought
to cope with the unprecedented and sometimes deraStating."inpUts" of
inflation and of America's new demographic patterns. -

Seen 'from that perspective; the creation of the MassachUietts Board
of Regents in 1980, and the development bythe Board of the Long Range
Plan underdiscpssion, have:broad.natiopal significance. We need to
assume that federal funding of education will never. again equal the
generosity of the post-war decades: We need to remember that the Ameri
can economy as a whole 'has never befawirfaced the level of international
competition that is taken for granted'today. These strained conditions
of uncertain finance; and changing, population trends hive caused American
education to go against its normal tide. We need to take .dccount of 'the
fagt that national, regional' and state-wide planning has never -- under
peacetime conditions -- beep an American forte. But.MassachuSetts is
special. Even in an education7intensive region like New-England, it,
stands out as a place-where American higher education got its start and
has flourished for more than three hundred years.' In amost remarkable
way, it is today identified with high technology-as well as withthe
most ancient eduCational monuments our culture has to offer.

11



What that means is that the ton -Range Plan under discussion will'
have a preaTEtably intense 'impact on American educators and on those
in government and industry with whom thepinust deal. And W can tbere=.
fore assume :that -the effort now ,under way,in Massachusetts will soon
have' its counterpa'rts _in most ,or`-all of the other states. In comment- 5,
ing on the Plan, therefore, I' have made it my mission ,to.. be very
scrupulous -- without descending`qo the level coninonry known as "nit-
Picking." Its virtues and its shortcomings need ts'be,acknowledged
and distinguished if the rest of the country is to learn as much 'from
it as needs to be learned at this difficult time in our history.--

I have divided my commen tinto three sections. Ib...the first of
.

these, which is also the most uniformly ,aPpreciative, I have tried
conduct a fair paraphrase and-appraisal of just what it is_ that

zMassachusettt proposes-to.do. 1n the second, I haVe tried ,,to be as
helriful. as possible-in pointing to an area that no P n bf this kind_
can take into account when it is first drawn up, the predictable
human challenges implied by the process of putting 'the Plan-into effect.
In the third section of .my'commentary.,.I- have tried to' articulate what
I regard as the Plan's mostconspituous weak ess -- a weakness that- ;
threaeens,to undermine all of the efforts now

;"4
rig made totprepare .'higher educatitti in this ,country for the gond s of the 1980's and

the 1990's.

A
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PART-OpIE: , GOING' AGAINST THE AMERICAN GRAIN,

t.

Our ecoloists, our historians and-Our political scientists have
reminded us; ,and are remindi4vus, of some of the enduring biases of
our culture; and their e f f d r t s are being seconded by elected-officials
at every level from the White House to City >Hall . Ameripa was horn in
the period4lot _of 'Caesar or of Charrlemagne but of Adam Smith. The con
cePt of the marketprice, the faith in the "invisible hand," runs in our
blooditream and...resides in our bone marrow. We generate such' colossal.
energiw because.;:of our faith in'individual effort or in the capacity
of sim1-1--groyps--tofreelydeftnetheirown-slestin-Andeme--usually
have a 'concomitant distrust for, or active hostility toward, the Vi g1011

centraltzed planning and control which- in much of. Europe Jis siinply
taken for graqted.

. Against that background, the first four words of the title of the
document'we,are :discussing -- A Long lbrge*Plin"--- make a revolutionarY

ritzdt:on the reader.. The CoMMenwealth of Massachusttts, in' its collet
wisdom,:: has decided to bring system and order into the management

of all- of its a PaYer-supported universities? four="YeaF colleges, and
es.1. It has thou0t,its.way past the phase of acadeliiic

in.whic What-,Ilappened lo a'particular school was determined by
--the interaction betweeir..that _school's faculty,:presidentNand trustees.
It.has thought i s:Way inIo.an altogether different :vision'in which .what
happens' to the same tChool,WATT.berOeterilitned by'tile interaction, between
that school's faculty; that:schoOl's,President, thatJschool's trustees

,-the Board of Regents;:the thancellorwho serves-as the Regents! chief
':executive officer-,.. the Massadusettegitlature, and the Governor.

In.place of three major Parties, we now have seven. 'Theie Her-
, archical relationshi0 has been, on paper, 'carefully defined. the top,

in every sense of. the-word,. it the 15 member Board of Regenti:. 'AS' noted
on page 1-of the 'Plan"No, Other 'State of comparable size and complexity
in J!igiler.education has-yet ,given this degree of central authority and
responsibTlity for aIl'postseCondary"education in tile:public sector to a
single -go>cerning° board."

The Board relates in two, directions: with '"the e)cecutive and legis
lative branches*of the government and tile- individual Boards of TrusteeS"
(p,.4)., The Board,has already decided that "na associateasciate degreles
will be approved for baccalaureate degree-granting institutions" (p.16).
The Board will review, on, an annual basis; the enrollment goals of each
of the 27 taxpayer-sUpported institutions inthe Coplionweelth of.
MaSsachsetts (p.:29). "The ,Board is working witll'those responsible for

- kimary and secOndarYteddoqtion to see to, it that by the end of the 1980's
high.scilool students will be Prepared " with. Pre-collegiatelskills before
acceptanie to- baccalaureate degree-granting 'institutions (p..30).

. .

'To appreciate exactly how radical this is, see, for example, the '

Carnegie Fotindation for the Advancement of Teaching report entitled
The'Control .of the Campus, issued October 1982.



Faculties and:Sdm'inistrators throughout the Commonwealth witl nowhave to learn to share the responsibility for academic planning not
only with their own. Boards of Trustee's but with the state-wide. Board
of Regents (p. 49) Lest there by iny misunderstanding as t what
"sharing" "Implies tn this_Context, the Long kange,zPlan 'State "The
Bbard of Rbgents has_the responsibility to determine what th higher

..education needs o -tli*e state are, both in, tans of manpower,and in
terms of_ its a ividual citizens. They must. also decide hoW resources
can beSt utilized to meet 'these needs", (p. 50) . And :"State-wiae
p a -rs-cariteshout -by: the-r-BOard-Cf-Regqnts" (fY:31).

Moreover, "The Board of Reger should adopt' a catalytic c-role in
pr motin.g cooperative efforts among public and private.institutions"p' In addition to reviewing= on an annual basis, the enrollments
of each' of the 27 taxpayer-slipported institutions, the Board will -under
take.periodic system-wide reviews of selected, academic fields or program

. areas (p. 57). The Board will undertake comprehensive.institu,tonal
program reviews on a 5a year cycle that is already under way. (p.62).

., . .
Pulled together -in this abbreviated way, the mandate of the Board

of Regents has a sweep- and power t at, against the bafkground of previous
decades in higher education, can o y be described as awesome*: The only.

A'aveppropriate historical parallel may e the moment when the= fiefdoms Of
the Middle.Ages definitively faded away and the centralized monarchy of

..... a Louis XIV, .complemented by an efficient nation-wide bureaucracy, put
in its magnificent appearance: ,
/"..

_,---_-__ At the same time, the long Range Plan is careful to allot roles" to
--- the more traditional players on the academic stage. In 'addition to

listening-to the advice/of its own Chancellor, who serves at its pleasure,
the, Board holds the. individual Boards of Trustees and the Presidents of,
the various taxpayer-supported.institutions "responsible', with approPri-
ate reference to coklective bargaining ag'reements, for cooperating with
internal governance structures which are,part of an age-old tradition in
the academic world" (p. 2).

It is the Chancellor responsibility to. see to .it that the deli6era-
tions between the faculty, Presidents and trustees are Vought f?Pto
reasonable mesh with the policy /Options that he or-the sZsequently
presentsto the Board*--. so that the 'latter. "have reasonable support."

Thus the genial and expensive Chaos that has long characterized
higher education .in Massachusetts, as in other states, is. to come to an
end, and is to be replaced by a systeth which, though-..it makes- no utopian
claims, does aspire to an almost mathematical ideal of accountability,
Sharp yeses.or noes are to replace the blurred maybes that have long
seemed a sine qua' non of,acadetic Life._ _The government and citizens of%
Massachusetts are to be left in-no doubt at all as to who is responsible
for doing what: Those within the system who deviate from these guidelines
will dn- so, presumably, at their own peril. .



1.6e.titleJ have 'given to this _portion of. my remarks -- "Going
gpinst the American Grain"-- hat its-share'of irony. The fact is

. that attempts to get taxpayer-supported,education under control can
be seen in populist as well as monard4a1 terms. Itmay be that
only the halcyon universe of 1950-1970 thade it seem that Americans
had undergone a sudden conversion to the cause of intellectiial elit-
ism. And historical retrospect may yet make it Clear that the
"counter-cultUre" rebels of thelate.sixties, in-the hostility they
showed toward thecolleges and,universities in which they were usual-
ly enrolled, were the lineal forerunners of p -a:Ronald .Reagan other
current disciplinarians.

Historical retrospect may find; too, that the laissez-faire
rhetoric of the current moment is less signfficant than the concerted
efforts notOeing made by the states of the Union -- in areas that
range from educatioh to the'tax policies applied to industry.-- to
assure their own fiscal survival and wellbeing. Deeper paradoxes
than that one have certainly been a feature of world history.

I would like to leave open at thiS poi9t, therefore, the questiod
of whether or not this new system for higher education in. Massachusetts':
wily succeed, succeed only in part,orfail. That is a question that
will be answered within a framework-that goes far beyond even the Board's
extensfve purview!' It will be more profitable, I, think, if I address
myself to the predictable stresses and strains thatwill'occur as the.-
new system gbes into !.ypl operation.

.#



J
PART TWO: MUTINY-TA6MANY.FORMS

A system of rationalization. and control as ambitious as that being,
undertaken by the.Board of Regents should ideally coincide with the
moment When taxpayer-supported institutions of higher education are
first/created. The second-best possibility is that the system be in-
stituted-when they first begin to fructify and multiply. Running a
distant third is the possibility that they are Opt-into-effect when
27 colleges and universities are already in Operation -- but when a
large proportion of their-faculties consist of young and untenured
eachers-who are maximal-Ty-amenable to what the new systineimplies.

In reality, of course, the path being taken by the' Commonwealth!
of Massachusetts is the only one available. Centralization is being
impOsed at a time when aging, tenured faculties constitute one side
of the academic equation, the other side of which consists of a.
tressing number of underpaid adjuncts who have no-faculty status a
all. To the extent that many of the former :group- have-responded to
the incieasingly-stringent conditions, of the past decade; they have
done so by adopting the values and the rhetoric of collective bargain-.
ing, and have mastered the fine,art of digging in one's heels.

What,this.suggests to me'is that the Long'Range Plan, a
as. it -is nits scope and vision, has omitted necessarily,
'haps the human' obstaclesthat stand in the way of full im
tion-

Let me make_my point .as,shapp as possible by citing a single t
example. Of all the thorns in the-side-of today's coaege or univeN--
sity,President, one of the sharpest is-that _represented by "faculty .

.-retraining." -I doubt there is a President in this country 'who would
not like to see his Or4her faculty members give wholehearted support
tOtheldea that retraining-is desirable (1) to stabilize.the finances'

:7ofIthe school; and (2) to assure that'ho able person, tenured or:un-
tenured, needs to be dismissed from the faculty.because he,or she
caitOot find students to teach. At the same'tiMe,.the obstacles to such

. a retraining program are formidable. Retraining is easiest for those.
.whoare in their twenties or early thirties, while the tenured, faculty
with 'the worst enrollment problems are often'in their forties and

.

fifties. Moreover, those senior faculty members underwent their "sociali-
zation" as undergraduates and graduateStudents'at precisely the time
when academic ideology was most hostile to practice as opposed. to theory,
and to the_idea that !'the. world outside" should have a voice in deoiding
what.get taught

.

In reading through the Long Range Olan,Alowever,' I find that this
perspective is most conspicuous by its complete abtence. The section on
"Faculty and Staff Development" (p. 10).:contents itsel.fwith-the succinct
observation that "fa'Culty and staff development and retraining will becoMe

able.

nta-



increasingly more important /sic /` in times of fixed staff levels and
limited mobility. To make maximum use*of existing faculty and:staff,
more flexibility in career roles is needed: . -

I. repeat: .This is only one example of the ways in:Which the' Long.
Range Plan omits any dismission of what, from an administrator's-point
of view, is the vital, perspective of implementation. Perhapi this
omission Will be made good in Phase Two off the -r-myself would
have preferred to see it discussed sooner rather than later.

The question of implementation is closely allied to -- indeed,
indistinguishable from -- the problem of Morale. , The rt\is that even
within a single college or univeriity,..adminisirators' xperience a kind
of conundrum in \connection with a'fily. aiiempt to introdute_a change in
policy. The mere fact that the change is being recommended by the ad=
ministration tends to inspirefaculty resistance because it calls atten-
tion to the fact that the faculty is not the only group capable of

-

generating recommendations. From there it is only a short jump to the
more embattled position that "the administration is trying to ram this
down our thfbats and we need to stop them." There is usually at least
one faculty activist Willing to embrace this position and to proselytize
actively on its behalf.

In my experience, thi,s -conundrum is experiended, within a single
academic institution, even when proposal being made is mild and
arguably beneficial to faculty sts. ALly. suggested change, when
it originates from outside 'the culty of a particular school, -galVanizes
and intensifies the sense-of "we-ness" that is otherwise merely latent, in
the group -- and this in turn can shade over rather quickly into the more,
dangerous sense of "it's us agailist them."

How much more delicate, therefore, is the project envisioned by the
Long Range Plan, which is .a mandatory alteration in the previous state
of affairs imposed at a single moment in history on the faculties at 27
different. campuses.

Let me make' it quite clear what I am talking aboutk' I am not talk-
ing about active "resistance" or an enormous "explosion"' on the model of
the 1960's. In an economically tight time, phenomena like that have be-
come relatively rare: What 1.am talking about is a spectrum of feelings -

whose consequences emerge, pervasively, in something closer to "passive".
resistance, which in turn is. synonymous with system-wide demoralization.
The results show themselves most obviously en the firing line: where .,

instructors meet their students. Even today I often hear reports, from
the departments in which underenrollment leads to:depression and fears
of job loss, that the feelings of the instructors are being communicated,
all too effectively to the*students.- The styles a communication may
,vary. Some instructors have the habit, alas, of taking 25 students at a
time into their "confidence" and of-telling them outright what an awful'
system. presently prevails at this reprehensible and increasingly shabby



place. More commonly, the instructor's depression and demoralization'com-
municates itself in sotto voce forms, through "body languagefl'and an 4
occasional'sigh or involuntary groan.

Demoralization, anxiety and anger make themselves felt in other con-.

texts as well,'sometimes in very oblique ways. When .acuity members feel
themselves to be under stress, and dome'to share a perception that they are
being treated unjustly or with less dignity than their position.mandates,
they are sometimes capable oficting those feelings out in the most unex-
pected and. RWTI-S 'n-which
their emotions moveAowever, we should never lose_sight_of_the special
gree with which lout! academic disputes are covered by the regional and
nation-widemedia -- or of the many ways in which the articulateness of
-college and university faculty members serves media needs and desires.

In other words, I feel that one of the most urgent needs of the Re-
_ gents in implementing the Long Range Plan is to see to it that the rather

stringent and sometimes military tone of the Plan does not lead to an un-
anticipated long-range effect: system,wide hostility to the Plan itself and
a broadly based determination, by faculty and staff at some or most of the
27 schools involved, to sabotage it wherever possible. Let us not-forget
that the root of the word sabotage itself suggests the quiet and infinitely
diversified ways in which those inside any system can effectively gum up
the works!

Side by,side with the "topSide" efforts the,Regenis are making there
must be, in other words,. an accompanying suppdrt effort whose emphasis is
on caring about people and communicating concern to them in ways that they
can appreciate. The Regents must now allow themselves to be lured into the
classic error of the general -- or the President of the United States -- who
assumes that orders are being Carried out because they are being carried away
from his des and because his aides assure him that everything is being taken
care of. Th4 Regents, to adopt some._ currently fashionable terminology, need

__a___"feed-back loop" which tells them, as accurately as possible, what is going
irat each of.the campuses under their jurisdictidn. And "what is going on"
means the current situation in terms of morale and/or malaise as well as of
formal with the-Long Range Plan.

It may be that such .a "feedback loop" will have to, be quite elaborately
, devised. nitro) parties may have to be drawn from independent universities
:located in stateSsother than Massachusetts. The only thing about which I am

. completely certain is that' the Plan is naive when itomits this issue entirely
from the subjects under consideration.'

I myself would be neither falsely optimistic nor exaggeratedly gloomy
about the prospects for,the Plan's success. .I .would only note that when some-
thing truly unprecedented is being tried, it is wise to leave no stone-unturned
in the effort to make it succeed. Success, when and if it comes,'will be the
result of a .full and active involvement of-the intelligence and energies of all
concerned: those who propose the Plan- those who implement it; and those who,.
by and.large,,do what they are told.

-13-



PART THREE: IF IT'S A REVOLUTION, WHY IS THERE STILL DUST
ON THE SILL?'

My comments up tb,this'point have emphasized two major points: (1) -

that the project envisioned by the Long Range Plan is.very ambitious,
sLacles-to its success.0 O IS 11

But ambitiousness, as we all know, is a highly relative quality, and
the task that engrosses a hundred thousand ants cannot, in the short run,
compete in scope with that carried out by a single crane or bulldozer.
The Long. Range Plan is ambitious -- even revolutionary -- by the standard
of the prevailing level of ambitiousness in AMerican higher education.
This 'leaves unanswered )the question of whether it is adequate in meeting
the cballenges posed by the period in which we happen to live.

As, my text in seeking to answer this uestion, I would like to as
semble several quotations.from the Lon R n e Plan:

.

*,,(1)* -"The Board of.Regents should adopt a catalytic 'role in promoting
::cooperative efforts among public and private institutions. Legis-
'lation similar to that proposed by the Illinois Board of*Higher
Education should berecommended tothe Massachusetts Legislature...
Funds 'in support of joint program development and operation could
be providgd.in such areas as library computer Systems, educational
felevision,. etc." ,(p: 52)

(2) "In order to.assure access-to a broad spectrum of education pro-
grams, especially those which have a limited clientele or are
exceptionally costly to'duplicate, institutional mission and pro-
gram statements /of taxpayer-Supported colleges' and universities
in Massachusdtts/ 1011 be coordinated-on'a regional apd'State-wide
basis." (p. 7) - ,

..

.(3) "The.challenge fbr.the Board of Regents is to maintain a coliipre-
her system of public higher education. In order to fulfill
this, mandate, cooperative academic, planning must occur. The-plan-
ning effort should involve both public and privateinstitiltions.
Tkirard_of Regents, however, hasjimited authority over some in-
sti tionsand none over-others. Therefore, the Regents invite
private institutions to participate both in program'planning and ,

review df'existing,programs on a voluntary basis so that cdherent
planning for higher education: in the Commonwealth can occur." (13: 50)

0
To ese quotations-I would like to add a-single,salient phrase fi-om
page 1 of an as-yet-uncirculated report-4y David L. Rumcif of the Board
of Regents, "Financing Public Higher Education .Comparative Study":'

(4) "...MassaChusetts has oven 50% of its higher education enrollment
in the - private, lector..."



What I would like. to suggest to you,is that these foUts quotations,
--taken together, constitute a program for quiet despair,'and do so all:the

more effectively because the Long Range Plan preSents itself as an anti-
dote to despair: In a state notable for the.high percentage'of stuTenTs
enrolled in independent institutions of higher education,.a comprehensive
state- wide planning effort aimed at' rationalizing the relationshi-ps between
colleges'and universities is-going to invite the participation in the Wan-
ning pOcest of such independent colleges and universities as see fit to
tespon to invitation:

In a time of tight-money and scarce resources, an act of the Massachu-
setts Legislature will provide funds that can be used to en-courage taxpayer-
supported and independent schools to cooperate in three absolutely crucial
areas: library computer systems, educational television,and, of oourse,
"etc." -

The thinking here seems to me exaggeratedly timid, And I feel that
it is theduty of the Board 'of-Regents of no less a state than Massachusetts-
to help us to find our way past the cliche-ridden, conflict7accepting
categories that threaten taxpayer - supported and independent schools in every
state of the Union. ,

To make my point absolutely clear, I would like to-strip my own think-
ing down' to a number of grass-roots axioms,-and then build my argument up
toward what I hope will be seen asan inevitable conclusion.

AXIOM NUMBER ONE: Higher education in the United States has only begun
to feel the full challengespf the closing, decades of the twentieth-century.

.

:The fact'is that those challedges are not limited to the inflation and
rising costs of which we have heard so much since the early seventies. Eck,-

cators in taxpayer-supported-and independent institutionsare .going to have
to learn to pay careful attention to a theme now being emphasizgLiti every
major newspaper and in the other media as well: America's-industrial infra-
structure -- its roads, highways, tunnels, sewer systems and bridges -- is
falling' apart. Deferred maintenance has reached the point where iecafi no
longer be deferred. The resulting risks to life, limb,-property -and commerce

cost untold billions -- tens of billions and -hundreds of billions -- of
s that can only be provided through government appropriations, financed,
d be, by public-borrowing.

This is a harrowing truth. It means that higher education will-hive to
stand in line with agencies whose purpose it is to keep school buses from
tumbling into canyons and pregnant women from contracting typhoid fever.
What that tranilates into, as far as .I can see, is cutbacks for higher-edu-
cation on a scale that will make th, late seventies and early eighties looks
in retrospect, like an all-expenses- id vacation.

Nor does this harrowing truth altogether'e?thaust the list of new consti-
tuencies that will b competing with higher-education for government, corporate,
foundation, and al philanthropiC-help.: I: am presently serving as

- .
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chairman of a Distinguished itizens. Task Force on Quality Teaching In the. .-_-

- state of Connecticut. It s helped to make me aware of as.new nation -wide
concern -- reflected in t We Long Range Plan itself -- with primary and -

secondary.education. It seems- that we are finally in the process of look-
ing into the state' of a-Ffiaits that pays a. high .school. teacher of .Sdiente dr-
mathematics a grand total of $13,000-for working five days .a week .heTping

11 .United States-tp-sytay-7abre-as-tof its inaustri-a-l-compctitors in Western
Europe and-the Far East. The outcome of that nation-wide concern will un-.
doubtedly costa lotrof Money -- and that money will have to come from the
same sources that help to finance both sectors of higher education.

..Finally,,let us not lose sight of, the fact that our population is
aging., and that older people. simply do-not have the passion for education.--
at any level from; kindergarten to graduate school -- of their juniors ,
especially not w en they worry about fuel bills and the survival, of Social
Security. They /ill vote down the school funding bills that depend on their
vote, and the resulting deficits will have to be made up, at some point, out
of money that yight have gone to higher education.

, .

This is
/
a grim picture, I'm sorry to say, and it leads me to

AXIOM NUMBER TWO: The distinction: between most taxpayer-supported and
most independent: colleges and universities is not as sharp as It once was.

.

. The reader of this commentary cannot -have.failed to notice that my
personal wording differs', in'tertain basic respects, from that of the Long
Range Plan:- Wherever the Plan refers tosupubl,i4" colleges and universities,
I use- the/ adjective taxpayer-supported: Wherr the Plan, speaks of "private"
institutions of higher ekveation, I refer instead to independent schools.

This is
.
more than mere crankiness on my, part. The fact is that even my

.Ailorn gurnber Two is inaccurate, giVen,the fact that, as we all_know,- the
independent institutions are in fact taxpayer- supported in a nutber of
crucial. respects.: .Much of the support' that still conies out of. Washington
ends /up in independent pockets (just' as "public" institutions have taken to
raisiing, significant funds from 'private" sources).

/ But this is 'only the beginninq, in seeing = to it that'we shift our per-
speclye to seek non-intrusive ways that may -help both categories of schools
h9sbInd resources. By recognizing that they can't do _everything and, thus
limiting their. endeavors, they may survive to serve in their respective ways.

. I/ would prefer to begin with the big picture and to observe that we have a-
nation4/ide problem ahead, of us: to-maintain access to:quality higher edu-
cation for those of our citizens:who can benefit froin it, and wham-higher
education' will enable to benefifour nation andits economy. In .this case,.
the need for "self-fulfillment," the need not to function at-.`a level below _

,one's talents- and capacities,meshes perfectly with the need to have a
trained labor force capableof competing with.thoie being, Mutated in other_ ,

parts of the world. ,

_ .,:.
. ....
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It is pcisSiple to respond- to the growing limitations or access with
passivehand-wringing,--or to-see them as a challenge-that points us in-
direction's suggested by the Long Range. Plan. I am a skeptic about central
planning. .I anticipate both ,philosophical- and.pra tical argunents-against

i
it.' Yet I reluctantly. conclude thafthe prohibiti e social costs of re-
dundancy oblige us-to-make a good=faith effort at ong-range planning on
.a state-wide scale. We need-it more or less in every one of the-fifty 'i ,4-

stateS: And' we. need it in a form that gets away from the_outmoded_dis-
*

tinctions between taxpayer-supported and independent institutions (while
retaining those distinctions which remain properly current and protect
institutional-integrity) because nothing less than that is capable of
dealiqlg with the .full extent of the problem.. All of the.colleges and uni-

. versities in the state are state institutions. And all of them educate
"the public." Arnmutt step up to.the needs of their_communities, avoid-
ing unnecessary.duplicatiOn of programs. Faculty and institutional initia-
tives can be liberated-bY-effective resoirce allocation.

Let me make several perfectly obvioug statements. Independent colleges
and universities are 'non- profit. institutions. Strpggling-to see to it that
they,continue to,serve students from families With. every income level,from.
high to middle to moderate to-low. 'Taxpayer-supported colleges and uni-
versities are non-profit institutions struggling .to see to it that they do
not shut out students' in such a way (1) that thelocal, state, regional
and national well-being is adversely-affected, and (2) that the taxpaying
public becomes even more averse to subsidizing them at the levels they need
to survive in reasonably decent shape.

: .Both taxpayer- supported and independent, non-profit institutions. are
"public" in.the-sense of serving the people and,of being legally prohibited
froth lining the pockets of-their administratOrt; teachers-or trustees. They
have more in common, today,-than mighthive seemed conceivable as'-recently
as three decades ago. Like flying butiresseithey need each. other 'very
badly. Above all, they need each other.within the context of state-wide
educational ecosystems that ultimately enable them all to- survive in their
Own way. Working together, they can balance integrity and accountability.
Cooperation,'not competition, is'.the watchword of the decade ahead-for higher
education if it is to retain the trust and confidence of the American people
who, after all; .support. both sectors.

Though I wish-it weren't 'necessary to-da so, I ,think,it,is.advisable
to state one more truism:' The 'prevalence of paper in our lives -- .the- fact
that even'a Long-Range-Plan has to be reduced, ultimately, to that abstract
form ,-.m.0,es it possible, for us to commit the absurdity of saying things

'like! -"The college had to close-down." Or "Quite a few universities may
have to,be phased out.'

Absurdities like that, as they trip: off the typewriter, tend '.to obscure. .

the fact that a full-grown c011ege or university is an exceedingly complex
organism which has developed overtime -- usually.quite a conSiderable
length of time, itone,includes the."planningprocess" -- and which will,not -

be ,replaced, once it has been PhaSed'out, without-the kinds of effort and
-
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expense that might have made ft advisable to leave-it-in,existe,nce. We
have a.,remarkable system of higher education in this'country which s___suits-1
our special national needs:- those"of an extremely diversified, noW=
homogeneoup, population whicil'includes many subcultures and large-numb slit

of itainir4rants. .Tilat.we are still able to holdgur own at all with nat'ons
that -are tighter, leaner, arid in many ways more-efficient can be attrib ed
at least in part to the unique independent and taxpayer-supported "mix."
that is the most conspicuous aspect of.out-system of higher educaticin: a

"mix" of;governmenti-nstitutions-and-quasz---sovereign-inst4tutions-that-is
almast,impossible to explain to those who live.abroad and have never ex-
perienced it at first hand. i

In other words, we have' something precious;that is-presently in_ex-
istence-and that must be preserved iffwe-are not.to suffer serious national
consequences. State -wide planning systems that are genuinely comprehensive
(yet flexible enough to insure-informed institutional self-determination -

and possibly even caMpus-based program reviews) and founded on enlightened
self-interest-are one step that-must betaken: ,Groups like the Board of
Regents.of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts must learn to be 'less'despair-
ing in their relationWps with independent colleges and universities, and
to frame'their visions in ways t4it create,positive incentives for those
colleges and universities to join-in the Elanning process. The opportunity
for all to be'engaged'in identifying options and seeking alternatives is.
the key to mutual endeavor. But, as Fran,. Rhodes of. Cornell University-,
has said, "In the formulation .of policy, :he` states must maintain a balance

between freedom and accountability, with he ultimate.goal-being the en-
hancement. of higher education." We must be cautious. Joint planning
must nbt,erode the autopomy of the independent Sector, which undergirds
the liberty and freedom of the 'taxpayer- supported sector and the other way
about.

. As
4
we struggle.to maintain access' to duality higher education without,

regard to economid 'classive are also .goi.ig.to.have_to rethink, from the

ground up' the question of paying'for higisr education, and of deVeloping
a comprehensive payment policy that will Make it possible for all of the
institutions of higher education within. a,state.to be cooperative with
each other and effective as a'retult of nat.icpoperation. We need more'''.

thoughtful ways for distributing limited'resources between the two sectors
of higher education in a manner that is both equitable to-them.and the
publics theyserve,

This leads me to
- -

AXIOM NUMBER THREE: Price,calle'd-Vtuition,u mast\ba.Telated; at all
colleges and universities, to-cost.

A statement like that
dubious; still,,in7Ehe 1.97
in Which now-}ive, and
ally in the next few years,

,
ight have seemed subversive in the 1,9604saild

But-once we have taken account ofithe climate

pressUres-that will tl -e- intensifying SQ dramatie-

I belleve that the same-statement will appear



almost fashionably conservative. 'From a nation-wide perspective, we will

al socio-economic groups only (1) if the colleges and universities ,sur-
blble to maintain access to colleges-and universities for students from

Vi-ve;arldare---available for attendance, and (2) if they are protected from
the cutbacks in government funding-that will intensify, in coming ,years
and will, seriously affect both those we are-used to denoting as "taxpayer-
Supported" and those We are used to referring to as 'independent:

Thus_f_ar_I ha_ve_been_putting_all_of2my__staternents in the_positive
modes' and so I hope they have seemed relatively painless. Now .I must tall

your attention- to one of the corollaries that flows from my Axiom Number,
Three, and that is that in order toprotect higher education, needless
"bargains" in higher education must be systematically eliminated, just as
they have been eliminated in the world of energy costs and open-marifet
loans.

By a needless "bargain" I mean a tuition price conspicuously below
the ability of a student (or his or her famil3f) to-pay. Bargains of this
kind are still commonplace in the world of taxpayer-supported education.
Because they are so connonplace, they iniperil (1) the long-term quality
of many taxpayer-supported institutions, (2) the short- and lonT-term
quality and survival- of many independent -institUtions., and (3) the
abilities of both taxpayer-supported and inddpendent'Institutions to con-
tinue to admit the numbers of students -- rich, poor, and in-between
'needed by our nation, if it is to remain competitive in today's---worldi:,

We are stuck, I fear, with an impression that runs contrary to the
old American axiom that you-don't get something for nothing: the impresS-.
ion thaV-higher education ought to be a bargain. Genuinely fair educational
planning requires, however., that the stabilizing force of the marketplace
put.in an appearance. That is necessary not only if potential st.rudents

are to have sufficient col legesand universities available to winch they
can go, but also if the offerings- of thOse colleges and universities are to
make any curricular,- economic, and philosophical sense.

I. can see a nutiter of objections that may, be _made,,to what I have said
in the preceding paragraphs., One of them iS that any referente to the v

marketplace as a determining force in.tigher-educaton -- even in the narrow-
area of pricing\policies -- is (1) automatically destructive and/or -(2) a
capitulation to fashionable rhetoric now emanating from a number of political

quarters. \ ;

Itmay help, therefore, if I observe that I alenot a conservative
Republican, but I do not assume that' marketplace considerations are inherent=
ly Inimical to the humanities, thee social sciences , ethips' and good morals.

a, most ardent Pdpulisf must-admit that'the pupils' who followed ..
Socrates had to trade off that particular pleasure for certain'ethers that

were available the Athens of that time -Those who flocked to. Abelard
to Luther also understood the principle that there are tostS involved if
"ne. wants to reach a desired'`educational end.



- The marketplace, which haS. ekilted in various forms for at leasxt ten
or twelve thousand years, is aNgleastire of value rather thin a determination_

,of content. Those seeking to attract capital must offer something for
which others are willing to pay.., Those proposing to spend capital must .

choose,.obviously, between the "goods." Satiifaction fa'
parties is the goal of a market$lace*stem.

.t

Only the unique conditions'Of.the postwar period enabled the citizens
Of-the United States to lose sight of the fact that-marketplace considers
tions are oPeritive in the field of education as in other areas.- Demand
for higher education temporarily outran supply. Significant sums of money
derived from taxation were therefore made available in order to expand the
supply. But that which was created between 1945 and'1970, including-tenure
contracts with tens of thousands of instructors and specialized.farchiIecture, .

could not be easily withdrawn when demand reshaped itself in a number of ways.
As a result, we now have a seriously dysfunctional system,that is inadaptive
to current demographic, economic and sociological conditions. That is why
the CommOnwealth of Massachusetts has created the Board of. Regents and that
is why marketplace considerations -- including appropriate pricing policies --
must be'restored, and consciOusly.applied, to protect and preserve both sec-.
tors of,Ameeican-higher education.

A second objection that .I can foresee is:the political one: the asser-
tion that "people won't stand for it and that any attempt by legislators
to institute rational pricing-policies within the world of taxpayer-supported
higheredubationwill provoke-unendurable-resistance-on the part of citizens
who'have grown used to government largesse in this particular area

Well maybe yet,.but maybe no. I "myself am always suspicious ofargu-
ments based on the assumption that mostspeople are-cretins who don't under-
stand that the money disbursed by the legislature comes-outof.taxpayer
pockets. I also suspect that thoseafrom modera0- and middle income back-
grounds may prove unusually responsive to the.observation that they are in
effect subsidizing the attendance at taxpayer - supported institutions of
those froeupper=income backgrounds *pay the same-tuition----and--that
this helps to account for the deteriorating physical plant, crowded class-
rooms, and :generally negative conditions in which their own children are

<going to.school..

In my own state of Connecticut, the media have been.vying with each
other in their efforts to do justice to the unhappy physical decline of-
the University of.Connecticut where laboratory animals die of pneumonia
before they-can be used in experiments and where one now-famous classroom.
has an indoor gutter and drainage,system tocoltrol its-leaking ceiling.

. In the face of this, a recent poll_ conducted by.. UConn itself of_state-
residents-found,that 87,percent of those surveyed were willing to pay,a

-higher toltion price if the quality of the University. could be'maintined.9

,00r

'See report- of Qniyersity of.COnnecticut-Institute for. Social Inquiry,
,Everett Carll Ladd, October 1982,



. We are -probakly a:.1714.1e.-Ress-jmistic bout_the inZell3gence of our
ci ti mans and hei i ngness-:::td, :Oak' for 401 ity in higher educat on' as 4
they pay for dal ity; n. real estate 'or 7,n Ic114 of Cogre
that have" said above contradicts Other forms of
finanCial must. be made -available to, tudents 'from .-fami 1 i
comes' Tiake -it .impossible '.for them to pay a mafketplace.prige in order to
attend' the_callege or uni_versity-Athich offers±theacadernit_progr_a4;:most

-.suitable to their'needi: Even as ;we see-to it that' those who can paY'foi
their Higher education do _so -- at rates reflecting the costkof that

. education -- we must establish sentible ankresponsible ways to accommo-
:, date those w_ ho- need "fiWancial aid in Order lb be educated-. Quality,

;access, and ,choice 'are the;:three pillars of this* thesis. -

Only the unique conditions 'orpOstwar Anierd,ca made it possible to
conceive of higher education as something into wnich.one.drifted like

. cork on the ttide. The very existence of the Board of Regents testifies
to the fact- that that period is 'coming. to an end -- as, indeed, do many
of the specific'- policies described in the .Long- .Range Plan. Now we must
go even further if we:are to assure a'tlecent future .for-al;( of our col-
lges and universities, for those who wish to attend them,.arid. for the
society.--, the culture and the economy -- that they help to support.

(1
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may appear 'to have moved some con4iderable distance beyond the sub-..,

ject'under discussion, which is- the Long-Range Plan of the Board of. Regents.
But I have actually come full circle,to,the remarks,with which' I began
What the Board of-Regents is,doing is something very ftportaht, in a uni-

-Touel-Nrimportant-statet'It-i-s-re-co-gni-tin-g---our---mutual dependencies and
_independenctes-; our-: nod for joint enterprise and self-expeession. If the
Long Range Plan succeeds, and if the greater part of the higher education
tystem of Massachusetts is-stabilized and rationalized in an effeCttve and
varied way, if tncentiwes can,be created for efficient resource allocation

. and regular evaluation of academic and administrative_effectiieness where
those properly contribute to collective well-being, thatmill be good-for
the nation as a whole.

While I aul.not generally optimistic that this plea will receive.an
immediate and sympathetic hearing, LAM encouraged by the positive steps

'recently announced by Chancellor John B. Duff of the Massachusetts Board
of Regents recommdnding a pilot "engineering"collaborative" aimed at pro-
'ducing more engtneering graluatet for New England. The arrangement; which
icalls for $300,000. to f6d sixty students' who have completed two years in
pre-engineering at the University of MaSsachusetts so they may transfer to
engineering programs at four independent universities in the Boston area
(with the cost of their' engineering education subsidized :by tax.funds),
gives us reason to believe that there could.be a light at the end of the
tunnel.

- x
To be successful, I believe, the Plan will have to have a somewhat

longer range than it does at present. Let us hope that it -is not too late.
to build this longer.range into so admirable and so urgent.an effort.



Comment on the Paper of -Stephen Trachtenberg
by Dr. T. _Edward .Hollander

Th oard of Regents Statewide Plan, for .Higher Education states
clearly e-key---goals-and-paliti es-of-the Regents-ifor-publj-c-high

education. The next steps ar'e,Most crucial --the transom on---of
the policy goals into a strategic plan that doctiments 4:v trstudents
should be served in the public sector, how they, ul be'distri ted
among the institutions and tuition and tuition aid-st ategies_to assure
equity ,and access. Lacking also is a strategic,plan' er-finanding, one.
thatconsiders the unique., size and strength ofpriva e higher education
in the- Commonwealth. Two fundamental issues- need to be explored. further:.

how will- higher education meet its financial needs or
adjust to availatTe resources?

-- how will quality be maintained in the face of declining.'
resources, expanding treeds, declining high school
preparation and low growth?

A fundamerial flaw in the Comonwealth system is the absence pf°.a
neutral` board°that can coordinate the roles-and financing of public and
private higher education as the state seeks td:piesirvethe strength of
both... Systems . Such role is impossible and -undesirable- for a Board with
governance responsibilities for public higher education.



Comment on,the Paper of Stephet, .Traohtenberg
by Dr. John B. Dull:

In his paper on.the B9ard of-Regents' L6ng Range' Plan, President
Trachtenberg has. attempted, in his words, to'conduct a fair paraphrase
and appraisal of just what it' is that_Masiachusetts:_propoies_to_do2__T
believe that he has accomplished a fair paraphrase.' of Phase I of the Long
Range Plan as well as a brief analysis of the legislation which created'
the. Board of Regents. His'analysis has been overtaken, however; by the
history of the past two years- since" the Board of Regents came into exis-
tence.. ,

.

Piesident,Trachtenberg comments with400mething approaching 'awe on
the -power of the Board of Regents. .He sta:es,

the mandate cf the Board of Regents has a
sweep and.pMer that, against the background
ofprevious eecades in higher education, can

..:only be desc ibea as aviesome.r The-only appro-
/peiate histojcal parallel may be the 'mdmenit
when the.fie-:doms of the; Middle Ages- defini-
tively faded away and the centrilizeamonarchy
of Louis XIV, complemented by an efficient
nation-wide bureaucracy, put in it agnificent
appearance. .

. .

This is an arresting-analogy; Someono.in my offi6e remarked that if
that were the case.the Chancellor could say, in'the style of Louis XIV,
"L'etat c'est moi." To that I can only reply that Louls'XIV's successor
was forced to comment ruefully and prophetically, -"Apres moi le deluge."

President-TraChtenberg it concerned with thegove in.§ authority.

vested in the Board of Regents. This development cann be understood
without comprehending the previous Maisachisetts histoy'of ineffectual,;-
overlapping, and competing governing board; which h60 lost the respect of
the executive branch, the legislature and-Astitliti-ons-alike:,.

.

The Board Ofllegents has taken some extremely important actions con-
cerning-the governance process in. Massachusettstpublic higher education.
First of all I cite-the central role played bylocal boards,ot.trustees
in the day -to -day management and oversight of the 27 public institutions
which, through delegation of authority by the Regents, now enjoy far'more
controT over` Collective bargaining and personnel thanthey had.p.rior to
thereorganization. . -

-

Nor can we overlook the extremely important consultative mile:played .

by ,tom Council of Public Colleae Presidents in advising the Chancellor of
Higher Education.and,'throUgh -him, influen:ing the policy of thellegents.
Tig Most-significant example of a cooperative'effort between the institutions



the Regents Was the collaborative effort to develop a unitary higher
ed -Cation budget: For the first time in the history of the Commonwealth,
all the institutions have agreed both on the process -of allocation of
fundi and on the amounts recommended to ta specific institutions..

President Trachtenberg's analysis is complimentary of the long
Rangemany-ways;-using such-words as Pexd-i-tin-g"-and--"revoluti-on-
ary"_and predicting the plan will have .a long range effect on higher
edUcatibn-Aruthe-,thfited States.- But he e)presses concern about the
'question of mainte,Fribe and improvement of quality at our public institu-
tions,....Jhe_trUth is = hat the 'central thryyt of most of the fifty'pTanning,
directives2coiitainethin the. Long Range Plal is to maintain and improve
quality at all the public institutions.. rust specifically, the plan pro-.
poses minimum admissions standards and statewide program review procedurei'.

The second part of the speaker's remarks address what he calls "the
predictable h"Fan challenges implied by the process of.putting (the plan) .
into effect." He enumerates the -resistance of tenured faculty to retrain-
ing, and an academic ideology which is hostile to the idea that "the world.
outside" should have a voice in deciding what is taught "inside." These,
of course, are le4itimate concerns; such attitudes constrain all institu-

-tions of higher learning today,. .
es

President Trachtenberg has ..very astutely pointed to the major :problem -

of _implementation of the plan: the necessity of cooperation, particularly
faculty cooperation, to achieve the desired goals. This is the:key to
success -- to develop specific institutional goals, within the context of,
the Long Range-Plan-, that are the product of local institutional coopera-L,
tive planning. This plan will have involved all segments, of the institu- ti

tional community; 4111Y with their support Rrogress toward the desired
goals be accomplished..

.The final part of the tPeaker's remarks are probably the most important.
from the perspective of the. Alsien Seminar-and its focus on putrliciptivate
-sector issues.. Let me. begin Wsrting.the obvious:

(1) Pha'se _I of. the Regent's intended to'establish
a policy froaMekwork for public higher education;

. -

(2) Early in the' planning process it-was evident that sub-
'. stantial *dialogde, with the independent sector could' not

take place Until-we had .bur. "house in order;"

C3) We are now in the process of trying to re-establish a
--1-tublic/primate forum through the efforts of a joint

task for of public andlirivate presidents established
in conjunction -with Arculi.2. From the Task Force we ex-
pect specific recommendations to strengthen. -11 our
ublic-arid private educational resources, which we

cannot afford.tbsquander.,.



In-the last section of his paper, President Trachtenberg lists certain
axioms'. These axioms are significant because they Delineate several _major
issues, although not in a way that is always consistent'with my perception
of these issues. His first axiom -is:- "Higher education in the United States,
has only begun to feel the full challenges of the closirigdecades of the
-twentieth 'Century;

I thi-nk-we-canIall-agree that-we-face-difficult-times ahead-becaus
of a confluence of factors, including demographic declineS,'irnflation,
deferred?maintertance now catching' up with us-and increased competition for
fewer real d'ollart. Fr ". this I conclude we will .need:

a more effective use of resources, both public and private

a more effective voice in the legislative proCess speaking for
the value of a sustained and substantial investment in education

an agreement on the rules of the game governing the inevitable
reduction in scale of the higher education enterprise that will
'take place over the next-15 years

an understanding of new demands that will be placed on our
educational institutions-due to a shifting clientele.

His -second 'axiom is : The distinCtionbetween most taiOayer-supported
and most independent colleges and universities is not as sharp as it once

was . " I'' agree that both independent and public .institt&tians serve a public

PurpoSe..,41oretVer:, more things unite the publid- and:independent sectors

' than divide them. Nonetheless, there am-Some:fundamental differences
which cannot be dismissed. An issue which needs some dispassionate' dis-

cussion is whether increased state support of independent institutions -

should carry with it any increased responsibility to be responsive to per=
ceived needs of the Commonwealth.

. .
.

_I note :that -President--Tr-aChtenheN cautions --that..."Joi netitnninga must.
.

not erode the autonomy of the indeperident-Se4or, ithi.clf--undertfir4- the
.

liberty and freedom of -the -taxpayer-supported sector andthe other sway :

about." Yet if we are to-have::true pla.nning and cooperation -betiveen:the

independeaand private sectors; there:thust.be some understanding that the.

.plans must be adhered to. For example', if; throsuph the planning Process, ..

it is agreed that only* one geology prografir is-neetled'in, a 'given sectiori,of

the state, will it be possible for the independent-sector to live up to such

a commitment? It certainly is possible for the.public sector to do so.

We.should. all realize -that if file federal government continues to re-

duce-student aid and research support, such actions willThave a serious, im-

pact on all higher education, particularly the independent sector. The
extent to'which-and in what' nionner.the state:can and should fill...the gap
needs serious discussion; it is my hope that the Alden-Seminar can contipue

to contribute td that proCess:.



President Trachtenberg'i third axiom is:- "Price, called 'tuition,'
must be, related at all colleges and universities to cost." Most of uS
agree that there should be a relationship, fewer of us agree cm pretiiely
what that relationship should be. In the past five years students attend-
ing Massachusetts public institutions have been obliged-to pay a larger-
share of-the cost of their education. Currently those who can lord it.
are contributing approximately 25 percent of,cost. In addition; tudent
fees have risen substantially_at public_as wPll as privatP'institutions:
The Regents will evaluate future tuition policy options. which must be
both rational and equitable while assuring that no student shall be
denied access on the basis of financial cost.

The Regents-strongly s pport increases in the state scholarship pro7
gram; we are developing a jo'nt publiC/independentf-"effort-to expand,
engineering progrqql-opportu ies in the-Boston area. Consortia, will be
encouraged and as fisted wherever possible.

-tonclusion

-,- Speaking of the thirteen colonies, g.enjamin Franklin-warned, "We
must indeed all hang together, or most assuredly, we sha]l, all hahg
..separately.". To put it in a Mdire modern idiod, we are all in this to-
Other. Both public and independent institutions face severe economic
and demographic problems and there is a growing: - necessity' for cooperation.
Reasonable people may differ on the details of 'that cooperative enterprise,
but that does not mean we should abandon the search for'compatible joint
solutions.` The Regents', Lonb Range-Plan is primarily .directecrat _the- _

organization-and goals-of publiC hither education.but that is tecpuse-the
public sector is our primary mandate. The educitional needs of the, `-
Commonwealth as a whole necessitate a variety of cooperative enterprises.
Cooperation will redound to the educational benefirof all-of tlie citizens
of this-Commonwealth.
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